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I. INTRODUCTION ■...,.

1. During; the nesst several years, the central issue

of Africa's monetary and financial relations would be

the question of Africans external indebtedness -and its

disequilihrating effects, on the African economies. A

preliminary review of the implementation of the United

Nations Programme., of- Action for African .Economic Recovery

and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD) has confirmed

the view, long held by BCh, that African countries^

especially those in .sub-Saharan Africa, will not be able

to launch the desired economic recovery programmes if

the issues of resource flows and external debt are not

adequately resolved. The.efforts towards the revival

of economic growth, the removal of mass poverty and the

improvement of living standards are being frustrated

by the increasing debt servicing burdens, which for a

large number pf African countries absorb a substantial

portion of their total export earnings.

2. It is important to note that until the middle

of 19S6, the international community> including the

multilateral institutions-,; ,; were reluctant to recognize

that an African debt crisis really existed and that there

was a need for a comprehensive strategy to be taken to

deal with the problem,.: Hence, for sometime, action was

confined mainly, .to ad hoc measures to protect the

international banking system and the creditor community.

No efforts were made, to examine the root causes of the

increasing indebtedness. While frequent debt

reschedulings, especially at the turn of the 1980se

signalled deep-rooted structural problems, it was felt,

by and large, that large-scale defaults ondebt servicing

from sub-saharan Africa were remote. Consequently,
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international debt policy focused predominantly on

structural adjustment and policy reforms in debtor

countries, without the necessary corresponding policy

changes in the creditor countries. The situation now

appears to have dramatically changed as many African.

countries are ^facing serious, debt servicing problems

that are clearly beyond their capacity- There is also

the recognition that UW-PAAERD :may be difficult to

implement .in. the wake of the widespread debt crisis.

As a result^ a global, concensus is emerging that concrete

action is urgently required to deal with Africa"s debt

servicing crisis as. an integral part of international

monetary policy. Itr is therefore,, important that a new

approach be adopted to deal with this issue within the

context of UN-PAAERD. Two obvious factors need : to be

stressed s , . ,. . ,.. ,..;-•■■

(a) experience ;,has shown that, once a -country has

been trapped in. an external debt situation*,

it is compelled to borrow more and, more to

refinance maturing debt obligations.

Consequently, unless t substantial inflows : of

concessional resources occur, there is no way

that that country can attain recovery and growth?

and

Africa's prospects for the remainder of the

1980's are extremely bleak and its capacity

to service debts will deteriorate further if

no comprehensive action is adopted to deal

with the debt situation.

3. Africa's concern over the seriousness of the debt

problem was a^ply demonstrated by various actions taken
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collectively by African countries at the highest level

from the Regional Ministerial Meeting on Africa"s External

Indebtedness „ held in Addis Ababa in June 1984 8 to the

Abuja International Conference on Africa? The Challenge

of Economic Recovery and Accelerated Development, and

the 23rd Ordinary Session of the Assembly of Heads of

State and Government of the QUA* recently held in Addis

Ababa during 27-29 July 1987O

II. CONCEPTUALIZATION OF AFRICA'S DEBT CRISIS '"' ' :

manner in which Africa0 s external debt crisis

is conceived is a significant factor in determining the

policy measures recommended for its solution <. Two .factors

need stressing. Firsts it needs to be firmly .recognised

that the recovery, growth and development prospects of

African countries will largely be influenced by the degree

of success in dealing with Africa!l s debt problem* That

being the casep solutions to this crisis need to be

comprehensive to take into account the interrelationship

between external debtP export performance and resource

flows. Any attempt to deal with each of these issues

in isolation might create further problems of a more

complicated nature. Secondly, the international debt

strategy has generally centered on assumptions that

Africa0 s external debt was generally manageable and that

the current crisis was a short-lived one. *The strategy

has therefore largely focused on short-term stabilization

programmes3 supported by the International Monetary Fund

(IMF),, within which the Paris Club played a dominant

role? largely through rescheduling exercises„ This

approach also resulted in linking flows of resources

from banks and other lending institutions to IMF supported

programmes. World Bank lending and bilateral flows also



tended to be oriented in the sane direction. This approach

tended to overlook the deep structural problems underlying

the debt crisis, which need long-term solutions„

5. Another far-reaching conceptual aspect of external

debt has been the assumption, prevalent in industrialised

countries, that since the debt crisis is a temporary

phenomenonP economic mismanagement j. as evidenced in

improper investment policies, poor resource allocations,

extensive public expenditures and large budget deficits„

was the main cause of the debt servicing crisis = It

was thus concluded that mere structural adjustment and

policy reforms ought to put the economies back on rail*

In this model, the impact of the international monetary

situation on the fragile African economies was largely

left out of the picture. An impression hasF thereforeP

emerged that the role of the international community

is to emphasize policy reforms in African countries as

a precondition for resource transfers.

6 „ The concept o£ Africa5 s debt management, has assumed

a new dimension which needs "stressing;1 An important

problem facing both Africa and the international economic

community in devising an effective debt management policy

for Africa, lies in the divergence of views concerning

what constitutes Africa's debt burden. This essentially

arises from the differences in the conceptualisation

of external debt and the determination of the items that

should enter the computations of external debt. This,

in turn? has led to differences in approaches to the

solution of the problem. Unless this problem is adequately

dealt with at the outset, there are likely to be continuing

differences in the approaches to debt policy as well

as to debt relief programmes-
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7. From an African perspective, the conceptualisation

of debt has led to serious problems as regards the

following issuess

(a) institution and policy mechanisms for adequately

or accurately determining the actual magnitude

and levels of external debt?

the determination of what constitutes debt

servicing obligations in the light of the

capability to service such debt without

disrupting the existing social and economic

structures.

These problems"s coupled with the shifts in international

economic variables (interest rates„ service charges,

exchange rate adjustments), make it extremely difficult

for countries to relate external debt servicing to their

income earning capacities/ particularly export earnings,

and to overall development policy. From the view point

of African : countries what isp therefore* required is

a broad definition of external debt which would include

all external obligations. Consequently, the following

items are reflected in Africa's debt servicing obligationss

principal repayments of public and publicly-guaranteed

debtsj long-, medium- and short-term commercial loans

and credits? suppliers credit? foreign direct investments?

obligations to the international Monetary Fund and World

Bank? interest paymentss service charges and other related

obligationso Since the World Bank and IMF loans cannot

be re-scheduled, they represent a critical element of

Africans debt crisis.



III. PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF AFRICA8S EXTERNAL DEBT

8 „ The inadequacy of debt reporting in African countries

still constitutes an impediment to the evaluation and

monitoring of the debt situation. Although statistics

on AfricaB s external debt are at present fragmentary,

it has been possible to estimate the level of total debt

owed by African countries. At the end of 1986, Africa's

total debt (disbursed and outstanding) was estimated

at US$200 billion. This actually represented: 54 per

cent of ' the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and almost 440

per cent of the value of exports of goods. According

to IMF statistics, the total debt servicing obligatiions

for all African countries stood at about $19 billion

at the end of 1986 and the ratio of scheduled debt service

to exports reached an average of about 4 0 per cent from

a level of about 14 per cent in 1980. For 22 low-income

debt-distressed countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, this

ratio averaged 5 5 per cent and in many cases exceeded

100 per cent. In fact, debt service payments became

so unmanageable that a number of countries stopped payments

altogether. A high incidence of arrears and frequent

reschedulings have become the norm* Projections also

show that by the end of 1990, Africa will require $24 = 5

billion annually to service external, debtso This is

clearly beyond the capacity of most African economies

and even assuming that these economies are able to

accommodate such repayment levels, this would be at the

expense of growth and development.

9O Africa's indebtedness to multilateral institutions

(World Bank and IMF), has also increased in recent years.

For instance, overall net IMF purchases by African



countries^ after declining by 72 per cent in 1985? became

negative in 19S6 as re-purchases exceeded purchases by

SDRs 348 million„ In 1986, the net resource outflow

from African countries to the IMF amounted to over $960

million (net purchases plus interest charges). Between

January 1986 and February 1987e African countries

transferred nearly three ;ahd half times as much money

to the IMF than they had received in 1985= With regard

to the World Bank, between 1982 and 1986 its lending

to Eastern and Southern Africa' increased from $714.6

million to '$915.9 million? and to Western Africa', from

$l?08$o9 million to $1,130'o6- million. In the one-year

period between July 1985 and June 1986,. the World Bank

loans to 33 African countries amounted to $16.9 billion.

10= Some debt relief measures have been offered by a

few bilateral creditors, including the selective

cancellation of debt and the rescheduling of official

debt through Paris Club on more generous terras. These

initiatives? ■. however, were totally inadequate and have

failed to deal with the debt problem in a fundamental

manner.' ;.-■■=■.

llo The serious debt; problem was taking its toll at

a time when two negative -developments' were occuring

simultaneously. First, export earnings have been declining

as a result of the collapse -in commodity prices* Commodity

prices collapsed in 1986 to their lowest levels since

the early 1950's and total export earnings fell by 29

per centF or $19 billion^ :from $64 billion in 1985 to

$45 billion in 1986 o SecdndlyF although some initiatives

have ■:: been ^taken to increase multilateral financial

resources to Africa, the overall resource flow situation

falls far short of the African reauirementSo At a time



when over $33 billion were needed to cover debt-servicing

requirements and the loss in export earnings in 1986:,

total resource flows to Africa were a rcere $18 billion

in that year. Indeed? they were ■ well below. 1985 levels

in real terms. .

12. It is obvious from the above that the issues of

debt, export earnings and resource flows are interrelated

and unless they are tackled, together within the framework

of a concerted approach which would offer lasting solution

to the debt problem*, stabilise export, earnings and ensure

increased resource flows commensurate with growth and;

development; requirements, the prospects for any recovery

and development in Africa would be very bleak indeed.

IV. FACTORS ■UNDERLYING .THE AFRICAN DEBT. CRISIS . .

13. Several major factors have combined to precipitate

the African debt crisis«, First of all, it must be pointed

out that there was a general complacency by both, the

international community and the African countries arising

from the hitherto unsupported belief that wide-spread

defaults by. developing African countries in meeting their

debt servicing obligations were remote- This led to

the conviction that conventional measures for dealing

with external debt would be adequate. As a. result,

commercial banks and multilateral institutions tended

to push loans and credits . to African countries without

an adequate assessment of both the debt servicing

capacities and the income generating potentials, of these

countries. Another ..related issue was the absence of

concrete proposals for dealing . with structural

disequilibrium between import requirements and export



earnings which forced many African countries to resort

to borrowing from commercial sources in order to meet

the resource gap-

14. The decline in export earnings was accompanied by

rapidly rising import bills and a shift of the cost of

inflation from the OECD to Africa through importation

of capital, intermediate and manufactured goods. A further

aggravating factor has been the increased protectionism

in the OECD and Socialist countries of Eastern Europe,

which circumscribed the ability of the African countries

to diversify their exports as a means of increasing

earnings. ■.: :

15. The higher cost of borrowing, especially loans

contracted at variable rates„ has greatly increased the

debt servicing obligations of African countries. This

was further aggravated by the large fluctuation of the

major world currencies, which resulted in misalignment

of African monetary policies and adversely affected

attempts to deal with the problem of debt management

African countries also suffered from considerable net

outflow of resources through the combined effects of .

a number of factors such as transfer pricing, by the

transnational -* corporations, large-scale repatriation

of capital !and dividends, service charges9 management

and consultancy fees, and technology„ The collapse in

the system of surveillance of world currency alignments

also greatly affected African countries which are unable

to protect themselves from fluctuation in exchange rates„

Furthermore, Africa could not implement effective policies

compelling foreign investors to reinvest or ploughs-back

a given portion of their earnings in the African economies.
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16o The lack of appreciation of the real situation

concerning Africa9 s external debt also contributed to

the worsening of the problem., As was stated earlier,

no efforts were made to stabilise or improve Africans

export earnings and no efforts were made to ensure the

flow of additional financing to Africa, except through

the World Bank Special Facility for Sub-Saharan Africa

and the IMF Compensatory Financing Facility.

Vo CURRENT DEBT RELIEF INITIATIVES'

(a) ' The Baker Plan for Middle-Income Countries

17. The Baker Plan holds the view that the expansion

of credit to Africa would ameliorate the Bold° debt crisis

by enabling' debtor countries to increase their cash flows,

thereby enabling a resumption of economic growth through

increased investment. However, this adds to the debt

magnitude and hence, debt service obligations!, especially

if interest rates remain high or increase. The Baker

Plan proposed a three-year expansion of lending to selected

middle income group countries, of which three are in

Africa (Cote dBIvoire? Morocco and Nigeria). Its objective

was to assist in the resumption of economic growth through

the availability of additional resources. It was also

intended to enhance the awareness of major developed

countries to the urgent need for effective measures to

deal with the debt crisis „ However, the size of the

expanded debt and the limitation in its scope and coverage

has somewhat reduced the impact and usefulness of the

Baker Plan for Africa/
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The Paris Club

18. Official multilateral and commercial

reschedulings have become the. most widely used method

of debt relief for African countries. During the period;

1980-1986, nineteen African countries have renegotiated

their loans under the Paris Club and through commercial

banks o Since the main component of the disbu-r&e^ -and

outstanding debts of most African countries is from

official sources, the Paris:Club has evolved into a major

debt relief mechanismo The large number and frequency

of reschedulings portray a serious problem of debt

servicing facing many countries in Africa. . As was stated

earlier, this indicates deep structural problems requiring

more effective and comprehensive long-term solutions„

In any event, rescheduling, like re-financing? does not

in itself provide debt relief but merely extends maturity

dates. This may also increase the debt servicing

obligations for the country concerned D Moreover , often

the reschedulings do not provide for longer grace and

maturity, periods nor do they increase consessional lending,

(c) The World Bank Special Programme for Africa

19= The World Bank considered some African countries

(Benin, Gambia,; ...Liberia, Madagascar, Mali, Mauritania,

Niger, Somalia, Sudan, Tanzania, Togo, Zambia) to be

in special need for more concessional development

assistance„ In general, IDA has been increased in absolute

terms to support eligible countries to meet their resource

needs as part of the measures to curb external

indebtedness „ Its efforts to mobilise additional funds

for Sub-Saharan Africa were successful with pledges

exceeding $1,1 billion„ This was predicated upon the
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countries undertaking satisfactory adjustment, programmes..

and policy reform. Similarly„ IDA VII was restored at

$12 = 4 billion with the assumption that 45-50% of this

would be allocated to Sufo-Saharan Africa* 1-Ioweverf this

was achieved at the expense of the special fund -which

ceased to exist-as of 30 June 1987.

(d) Initiatives from Bilateral Donors

20. In recent years> some bilateral donors (e.g, Canada,-

Britain "and the Scandinavian countries) have offered

debt relief measures to selected African countries.

Countries" such as Norway, -now provide ODA flows to the

Least Developed Countries exclusively on a grant basis *

Other DAC countries have also provided some form of debt

relief through an increase in the grant element.

(e) The 13th Summit Meeting of the Seven Most

Industrialized Market Economies

21 „ The 13th Summit meeting of the seven most

industrialised market economies of the West endorsed

the concept of longer grace and maturity periods in Paris

Club reschedulings and added that consideration should

foe given to the possibility of. applying lower interest

rates to the existing debts of African countries that

are undertaking adjustment. Welcome as they are,--these

recommendations are yet to be implemented.

VI. NEW DIRECTIONS '

22„ Recent studies on the African debt situation„

conducted both within and outside Africa, suggest a number



of possible options and policy objectives to deal with

the African situation * From a broad African view points

the debt relief measures need "to be. reviewed within the

framework of two major policy perspectivess

(i) It must be recognised that there is a link

between the availability of external resources

to Africa, largely on consessional terms,... the

export -earning, "capacity, especially f r.oni primary.._

commodities, the external debt servicing,

obligations arid the rate of economic growth.

These aspects are inter-locked in a set of

cause-ahd-effect relationship which _makes it

difficult for effective solutions to be found

in one of them in exclusion of the others-

, Unless this linkage is recognized the debt

and debt- servicing problems will continue to

present a serious threat to the recovery and

growth prospects of Africa.

(ii) Experience has shown that isolated approaches

to the debt servicing crisis either by African

countries on the one hand ? or the international

community on the other, have nob "resulted in

an effective solution of the problem*- There

. :■' is therefore? an urgent need for a concerted

■" ■■ approach "to -be taken- to deal with the African

debt situation involving new and more effective

dialogue and consultations between African

debtor nations, bilateral donors, multilateral

institutions, and the private lenders. These

conclusions were, particularly underscored in

The Abuja Statement, adopted by the

International Conference on Africa? The

Challenge of Economic Recovery and Accelerated

Development,,
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The African Countries ■ . • .■..-..,., . ■ ■_-.,.■;.■

23. It needs to be stressed that new debt relief measures

should have built-in mechanisms aimed at the reviyaX,

of real growth in African countries and encouraging export

activities. Such policies should aim at increasing the

productivity capacity of African countries and improve

the distribution and marketing structures, . savings and

resource mobilisation programmes? as well as the

encouragement of increased investment activity. These

programmes which indeed have already been put. in balance

in sorae countries, should also involve appropriate exchange

rate policies, prices incentives and fiscal policies

aimed at addressing the balance of payment situation,

24. African countries on their part should also vigorously

implement policies aimed at the revitalisation of their

economies through inter alia, the opening up of new

investment opportunities and the encouragement of the

private sector to assume a more active role in the

development process«

25. The debt management programmes that are already

in place or intended to be adopted should foe more

vigorously implemented with the active support of the

international -coraraunity. To this endy new discipline

needs to be imposed so as to ensure a more effective

and centralized control of external .borrowing, by the

public sector and a new monitoring mechanism of private

sector borrowing. Rew guidelines and .procedures for

determining the purpose of borrowing, the type of- loans,

the -prelects for which loans are sought and how such

loan's are to foe repaid should be instituted. . Part of

the debt management' policy should involve very strict
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determination of the length of the grace and maturity

periods needed ■ before a loan.... agreement is actually

negotiated and signed.

international Community

international community on its part should

convince itself that it is in the interest of

industrialised countries as well to adopt : a concerted

approach to solving the debt problem within . the. ■ context.

of recovery and development of African countries, through

a combination of measures. These measures should not

only lighten the burden of the debtor countries and permit

manageable debt service levels, but should also be

accompanied by increased resource flows to foster recovery

and development. A package of well-co-ordinated measures

should contain the following?

(a) Concerted .measures to deal with the debt and

debt servicing problems which should include

conversion of ODA debts into grants?- substantial

reduction and capping of interest rates for

commercial debts ? and consolidation of these

debts and the debt-service payments due thereon

into long-term loans repayable over 30-40 years

on concessional : terms and a. 10-year period

of grace. A package offering debt relief

measures involving the different categories

of debt and the different creditors should

be worked out on an urgent basis and built

on the existing initiatives*



(b) Part of the outstanding debt and debt-servicing

obligations should be converted into equity

and channelled into productive activities

especially those aimed at improving foreign

exchange earnings.

(c) Measures to ensure that both the IMF and World

Bank can reschedule on a long-term basis; the

repayments of the debt and debt-servicing

obligations owed to them by African countries.

■<d). Consideration of the repayment of debt in local

currency.

(e) Ensuring the flow of net concessional resources

at a level adequate enough to cover the

obligations of African countries as well as

the requirements' of growth, including a

significant increase in additional concessional

resources through multilateral institutions.

(f) A substantial increase of quick-disbursing

lending by the Developing Assistance Countries

(DAC) as well as by multilateral institutions

such as the World Bank and International Monetary

Fund. In addition* ways must be found by which

- - commercial banks would resume or increase their

lending to Africa on more liberal terms and

conditions which should include longer grace

periods and longer maturity periods.

Effective support of export commodities prices

of African countries at a level that can sustain
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domestic production, not only in terms of

stabilising the prices of such commodities but

also reversing the downward trend that has

been experienced since the turn of this decade.

Programmes for encouraging export commodity

prices should also involve an assessment of

the sectors that were responsible for the

collapse In commodity prices.

An agreed formula for stabilizing exchange

rates of the major currencies in which external

debt is designated= These would improve the

conditions under which the flow of resources

takes place between Africa and the rest of

the world,

A new commitment should foe reached to remove

protectionism against the African commodities,

especially processed and semi-processed

agricultural goods as well as the implementation

of stand-still and roll-back commitments already

entered into. At the same time, industrialized

countries must be prepared to support new

programmes for agricultural processing including

food production not only for the domestic African

.markets but also for export.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

27, Although several African countries have indicated

their determination to address the problems cf resource

management and external debt, such efforts must be viewed

against the background of declining productivity.



increasing social7 economic and political instability

which combine to make it extremely difficult for many

countries to effectively implement such programmes. In

factF there is a real danger that' African debt "servicing

obligations are actually increasing in geometrical

progression and will reach about $25" billion per annum

by the year 1990. This is despite the policy reform's.

2 8. Related to the above is the fact that although a

large number of African countries have put in place

structural adjustment programmes and policy reform

measuresF their economies are still unable to generate

or sustain reasonable economic growth. In fact? countries

such as Zambia, Kaire and Cote c'l'Ivoire are actually

in more serious trouble during their post-adjustment

periods. Consequently these countries will become

increasingly dependent on substantial inflows of external

resources, especially those on concessional terms. If

this does not occurr or if half-hearted measures are

takenB the debt crisis will be aggravated and escalate

to a point where conventional solutions would be utterly

inadequate.

29= There is also the danger that increasing external

debt servicing obligations within the present constraints

of the international economic environment will result

in distortions of the social? political, cultural and

economic structures of the already adversely affected

countries as well as those which are hitherto considered

still soun5. and strong. In fact, the increasing number

of countries now facing serious debt-servicing obligations

implies that Africa is plunging further into economic

disorder.



30, The seriousness of the debt situation has prompted

African countries to address this, issue at the highest

level on a number of occasions. The African Ministers

of Finance met, in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 18 to 20

■June 1984 at the Regional. Ministerial Meeting.on Africa" s

External Indebtedness and adopted The Addis Ababa

Declaration, on Africa's --External Indebtedness in which.

they analysed the causes of the problem and proposed

measures to deal with it at the national, regional and

international levels. Africa" s Submission to the Special

Session of, the United, Rations General^Assembly on Africa's

-Econoini_c and Social Crisis, adopted by the first

extraordinary meeting of the EGA Conference of Ministers

and the fifteenth extraordinary session of the OAU Council

of Ministers - held in Addis AfoabaF on 28-29 March and

30-31 March 1986 respectively - underscored the severity

of the problem and proposed lasting solutions to it.

In the Declaration on the .Economic Situation in Africag

adopted at their 21st Summit, the African Heads of State

and Government called for an international Conference

on Africa"s external indebtedness to be convened as a

matter of urgency to provide a forum for international

creditors and African borrowers to discuss AfricaDs

external debt with a view to arriving at lasting solutions

to the problem. The Abuja Statement„ adopted by the

participants of the International Conference on Africa?

The Challenge of Economic Recovery and Accelerated

Development , the need for a concerted approach to the

issues of debt, commodities and resource flows was stressed

and measures to deal with problems in these areas were

elaborated. At its 23rd ordinary session* held recently

in Addis Ababa during 27-29 July 1987„ the Assembly of

Heads of State and Government reaffirmed its stand that

an international conference on Africa0s external



is the most appropriate forum for international creditors

and African borrowers to discuss the debt problem and

arrive at appropriate solutions 3 and also decided to

reconvene in a special session between 7 and 11 September

1987 to formulate a common African position on the issue.

31. Finally, the need to .link- the -debt, commodity and

resource flows issues on the one hand? with the

requirements of recovery, growth and development on the

other hand has- not been fully understood-nor appropriately

addressed. . If sustained recovery and accelerated growth

and development in Africa are to foe achieved-, it is

inevitable for the international community to put urgently

into place a multi-faceted package offering meaningful

debt relief measures which will at the same time deal

with commodity issues and ensure the flow of concessional

resources at adequate levelsP all of this taking into

account the requirements - of sustained growth and

development in Africa,,


